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Abstract: The purpose of this work is to study the effect of heat treatments on the microstructure of
the nickel-based superalloy Inconel 713C. Three different conditions were studied and the results
compared: (1) as cast; (2) solid solution treatment (1179 ◦ C/2 h) and (3) stabilization heat treatment
(1179 ◦ C/2 h plus 926 ◦ C/16 h). Inconel 713C is normally used in the as-cast condition, an
improvement in the 980 ◦ C stress-rupture life is often obtained by a solution heat treatment. However,
the material in this condition tested under high stress at 730 ◦ C shows a marked decreased in rupture
life and ductility. The mechanical resistance in creep increases in Inconel 713C by precipitation
hardening phase, with γ’ (Ni3 Al) formed during the heat treatments. The characterization techniques
used were: chemical analysis, hardness testing, X-ray diffraction, optical microscopy and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), EDS analyzes and thermocalculation. The SEM and EDS analysis
illustrated the γ, γ’ and carbides. The matrix phase (γ), has in its constitution the precipitation
of the γ’ phase, in a cubic form, and in some regions, carbides were modified through the heat
treatments. (M23 C6 -type) and boride (M3 B2 type) identified with the use of the thermocalculation.
The heat treatments increase the relative intensity of niobium in the carbides. The hardness test was
not achieved because the material was overaged.
Keywords: heat treatment; microstructure evolution; Inconel 713C

1. Introduction
The severe crisis that hit the economy and, consequently, the aeronautics market in the early 21st
century, led aircraft and engine manufacturers to develop more efficient products. New generations
of aircraft had aerodynamically improved wings, increased use of composite materials and new
aluminum alloys, as well as new manufacturing processes which contributed to weight reduction [1–3].
Aircraft engines provide some of the most demanding applications for structural materials. Moderns
turbine engines operate at high temperatures and stresses, and engine components are often subject
to damaging corrosion, oxidation, and erosion conditions. These engines convert fuel energy into
propulsive thrust. During the past several decades, higher engine performance has been achieved
by increasing turbine gas temperature and by increasing the efficiency of each engine stage [2,3].
Since the development of gas turbine engines for defense jet aircraft, the application of materials in
high temperature has been studied. The term superalloy was first used in the mid-1940s to describe
high-temperature alloys that could not only be used at elevated temperature but also maintained their
strength and toughness at elevated temperature. The term referred to nickel- and cobalt-alloys [4].
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Superalloys are largely employed in the manufacture of gas turbine components, such as blades,
rotors, and vanes. These applications are the result of early developments, originally carried out
for military and civilian aviation, which were transferred to the power generation industry. Two
techniques were extremely relevant to the production and development of parts manufactured in
superalloys: Vacuum furnaces technology and investment casting. Additionally, the complex geometry
of gas turbine components, such as blades, and rotors, does not allow the intense use of machining
processes. In this sense, the use of investment casting techniques was decisive for the success of
superalloy’s products with the use of Inconel 713C [5].
For most applications, Inconel alloy is specified as: Solution annealed and precipitation hardened
(aged hardening). Inconel 713C is hardened by the precipitation of secondary phases (e.g., gamma
prime and carbides) into the metal matrix. The precipitation of these nickel- (aluminum, titanium,
and niobium) phases is induced by heat treating in the temperature range of 600 to 950 ◦ C. For
this metallurgical reaction to properly take place, the stabilizing constituents (aluminum, titanium,
niobium) must be in solution (dissolved in the matrix); if they are precipitated as some other phase or
are combined in some other form, they will not precipitate correctly and the full strength of the alloy
with not be reach realized. To perform this function, the material must first be solution heat treated
(solution annealed is a synonymous term) [6–8].
Binczyka and Śleziona [9] studied the cooling rate in hardness measures of Inconel 713C. The
analysis of the microhardness of the alloying constituents yielded the expected results, where an
increased cooling rate raises the macrohardness of samples. The phase of the lowest hardness was γ
phase, followed by γ’ phase. The highest hardness had the eutectic carbides. So, more carbides, the
macrohardness increases [10–23].
The objective of this work is to evaluate the effect of heat treatment in the microstructure of
Inconel 713C, through chemical analysis, hardness test, X-ray diffraction, optical microscope and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), EDS analyzes and thermocalculation.
2. Material and Methods
2.1. Material
The material used was the nickel-based superalloy Inconel 713C supplied by Açotécnica
S.A. as an investment casted one-inch diameter rod. The chemical composition is (in wt.%)
73.0Ni-0.14C-13.0Cr-4.8Mo-2.3Cb(Nb)-0.75Ti-6.0Al-0.010B-0.10Zr in % weight. [10]. The casting of the
alloy is performed in vacuum melt furnace. The minimum tensile strength and yield strength at 0.2%
offset are 758 MPa and 689 MPa respectively [23].
2.2. Heat Treatment
Two heat treatments were realized, one solution treatment performed by heating with 10 ◦ C
per min rate until 1176 ◦ C for 2 h followed by air cooling. The second treatment, stabilization heat
treatment, was realized in samples that were already solid solution heat treated and it consists of
heating with 10 ◦ C per min rate until 927 ◦ C for 16 h followed by air cooling. The heat treatment routes
are shown in Figure 1.
The heat treatments were performed in a tubular furnace Lindberg/Blue M (Thermo Scientific,
Waltham, MA, USA) (100 V/50 A/50 kW). After the heat treatments, three conditions of Inconel 713C
were obtained: as cast, solid solution heat treatment and stabilization heat treatment.
2.3. Chemical Analysis
The materials in three conditions were tested, and the results were compared with the international
specification of the alloy, AMS 5391 [23]. The analyses of optical emission spectroscopy were carried
out in Spectromaxx equipment (Spectro, Kleve, Germany).
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Figure 1. Heat treatments curve realized in the Inconel 713C samples.
Figure 1. Heat treatments curve realized in the Inconel 713C samples.
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3. Results and Discussion
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2.7.
international standard AMS 5391 [23], are indicated in Table 1.
The phase stability evaluation was carried out using Thermo-Calc Software (Database Version
8, Thermo-Calc Software, Solna, Sweden) and TTN18/Ni-based superalloys, database version 8 [24].
The purposes of the calculation was predicting the phase transformation temperatures, the elemental
composition of the microstructures in off-equilibrium conditions (ScheilModel).
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Table 1. Results of the chemical analyze of the Inconel 713C samples compared to the international
standard AMS 5391.
Chemical Analysis of Inconel 713C
Elements (wt.%)

AMS 5391

As Cast

Solid Solution

Stabilization

Cr
Mo
Al
Ti
C
B
Zr
Si
Mn
Fe
Cu
Ni

12.00–14.00
2.80–5.20
5.50–6.50
0.50–1.00
0.08–0.20
0.005–0.015
0.05–0.15
max. 0.50
max. 0.25
max. 2.50
max. 0.50
balance

13.32
3.85
5.62
0.67
0.11
0.009
0.076
0.15
0.012
0.89
0.004
balance

13.58
3.93
5.72
0.70
0.11
0.01
0.085
0.15
0.012
0.86
0.005
balance

13.70
3.96
5.60
0.67
0.11
0.009
0.083
0.13
0.007
0.89
0.004
balance

The comparison of the results obtained in the chemical analyzes with the AMS 5391 standard
met the requirements described in the standard. The chemical analysis of the material in the as-cast
condition considered to be satisfactory is essential to evaluate the quality of the material manufactured
by Açotecnica S.A. and to enable the continuity of the work.
The formation of matrix phase γ (CFC—austenitic) occurs by the presence of chemical elements
nickel, chromium, and molybdenum. On the other hand, the presence of the aluminum and titanium
elements are responsible for the formation of intermetallic hardening phases of type A3 B-Ni3 (Al,Ti),
the best known being the γ’ phase. The precipitation of the γ’ phase in the matrix phase γ contributes
to the increase of the mechanical resistance; this is due to the resistance of the precipitates to the
movement of the dislocations present in the material.
3.2. Hardness Measurements
Table 2 shows the average hardness data of five samples in each of the three heat treatment
conditions (as cast, solid solution heat treated and stabilization heat treatment).
Table 2. Results of the Rockwell C hardness tests in the samples.
Inconel 713C

Hardness (HRC)

As cast
Solid solution
Stabilization

36 ± 1
40 ± 1
37 ± 1

The alloy Inconel 713C is a casted alloy, and does not have a hardness specified in international
standards (AMS 5391), however a hardness range of 30–42 HRC (Rockwell C) is defined [23]. All results
obtained in the hardness tests in the three heat treatment conditions were within this range.
For the samples heat-treated, a variation in the hardness was evidenced. The solid solution
heat treated samples showed an increase of less than 10% in the hardness values obtained. On the
other hand, the stabilization heat treated samples showed a decrease in the hardness in comparison
with the solid solution heat treated, returning to the level of hardness of the as casted samples, like
overaged process.
3.3. X-Ray Diffraction Results
The X-ray diffraction analysis was performed in the three heat treatment conditions, and the
results showed in all conditions peaks at the same crystallographic angles, but with different intensities.
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The microstructure with interdendritic precipitation of carbides (light phase) is highlighted in
Figure 4.
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3.6. Thermocalculation of Phase Stability
The simulation results of the percentage weight of each phase as a function of temperature are
shown in Figures 8 and 9. Figure 8 shows the major phases and the Figure 9, the minority phases. The
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4. Conclusions
It can be concluded that the heat treatments of solution and stabilization heat treatment of the
Inconel 713C alloy alter the microstructure of the alloy with the formation of carbides rich in NbNi3 ,
presented in the XRD, 35.5◦ (2θ) at the stabilization heat treated condition. There is a change in the
niobium concentration of the carbides, these hardening phases of the alloy with the heat treatments.
The heat treatments increase the relative intensity of niobium in the carbides, presented by the EDS.
The final microstructure expected is matrix phase γ, solubilized γ’ with a small percentage of carbide
(M23 C6 -type) and boride (M3 B2 type), which is shown in the SEM images and identified with the use
of the thermocalculation of the phase stability.
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